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B
ranched nanocrystals are gaining in-
creasing interest because of their
potential applications in optics,1 photo-

voltaics,2,3 nanomechanics,4 electronics5 and
sensing.6 Many synthetic approaches have
been developed to them, especially via wet
chemistry.7,8 Among the most investigated
branched shapes are tetrapods,9,10 stars,11

octapods,12,13 and hyperbranched ones.14�16

Their synthesis is challenging, due to the pre-
sence of byproducts and in general due to the
difficulty of achieving a good control over
nucleation and growth rates. Advancements
in this direction have come from the so-called
seeded growth approach,17�19 where pre-
formed monodisperse seeds with defined ha-
bit and crystal phase are injected in the
reaction flask together with the precursors of
thematerials needed to grow the pods. By this
approach a fine control is achieved over the
synthesis, as the pods are grown only on
specific facetsof theseeds, the latterbecoming
thebranching regions of thefinal nanocrystals.
Also, the reaction conditions can be set in a
way that the growth of pods occurs in a
specific crystal phase, while formation of
byproducts due to separate nucleation of
nanocrystals of the material of the pods can
be minimized. The approach has been stu-
died extensively only for a few materials,
most of them belonging to the II�VI class
of semiconductors.12,17�19

Another development in the synthesis of
nanocrystals is the exploitation of cation ex-
change reactions, which are well studied in
bulk ionic materials.20�23 At the nanoscale,
different types of cation substitutions have
been investigated,24�30 and they were shown
to be an easy and versatile way to obtain a
variety of interesting materials.31�37 During a
cation exchange reaction, the sublattice of
anions remains in place, while the cation
framework is replaced by cations of another
chemical species.38�46 As an example, in both
CdS and CdSe nanocrystals, the Cd2þ ions can
be replaced (in total or in part) by Cuþ or
by Agþ ions, yielding respectively Cu2�xSe,

Cu2�xS, Ag2Se, and Ag2S nanocrystals. These
reactionswere also shown tobe reversible.43,47

Also CdSe(core)/CdS(shell) rod-shaped nano-
rods undergo reversible cation exchangewith
Cuþ,38 while preserving their core/shell struc-
ture. Cation exchange in nanocrystals was also
demonstrated with Pb2þ ions as exchanging
ions.38,40 These reactions extend therefore the
range of nanocrystals that can be synthesized
with controlled shapes and compositions, as
one can start from nanocrystals of a material
(or combination of materials) for which the
synthesis is well established and then convert
them into nanocrystals of materials that are
accessible via a single cation exchange reac-
tion or via a sequence of cation exchange
reactions, while preserving the original shape.
Our group recently applied both con-

cepts mentioned above and developed a
synthetic procedure to obtain octapod-
shaped nanocrystals, via a two-step ap-
proach consisting of (i) cation exchange
on cubic berzelianite Cu2�xSe nanocrystals
that converted them into sphalerite CdSe
nanocrystals and (ii) a seeded growth reac-
tion by which eight CdS pods were grown
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ABSTRACT Octapod-shaped colloidal nanocrystals composed of a central “core” region of cubic

sphalerite CdSe and pods of hexagonal wurtzite CdS are subject to a cation exchange reaction in

which Cd2þ ions are progressively exchanged by Cuþ ions. The reaction starts from the tip regions of

the CdS pods and proceeds toward the center of the nanocrystals. It preserves both the shape and the

anionic lattices of the heterostructures. During the exchange, the hexagonal wurtzite CdS pods are

converted gradually into pods of hexagonal Cu2S chalcocite. Therefore, the partial cation exchange

reactions lead to the formation of a ternary nanostructure, consisting of an octapod in which the

central core is still CdSe, while the pods have a segmented CdS/Cu2S composition. When the cation

exchange reaches the core, the cubic sphalerite CdSe core is converted into a core of cubic Cu2�xSe

berzelianite phase. Therefore fully exchanged octapods are composed of a core of Cu2�xSe and eight

pods of Cu2S. All these structures are stable, and the epitaxial interfaces between the various

domains are characterized by low lattice mismatch. The Cu2�xSe(core)/Cu2S(pods) octapod

represents another example of a nanostructure in which branching is achieved by proper

organization of cubic and hexagonal domains in a single nanocrystal.

KEYWORDS: nanocrystals . cation exchange . branched nanostructures .
copper sulfide . copper selenide
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on top of these freshly formed CdSe seeds. These
octapods are therefore composed of a central “core”
region of cubic sphalerite CdSe and pods of hexagonal
wurtzite CdS (see Scheme 1a).12 Here we show how
cation exchange reaction on these octapods, by which
Cd2þ ions are progressively exchanged by Cuþ ions,
yields a series of new nanocrystal heterostructures,
depending on the extent of exchange. The reaction
starts preferentially at the tip regions of the CdS pods
(Scheme 1b) and proceeds toward the branching
region of the nanocrystal, while preserving both the
shape and the anionic lattices of the octapod. During
the exchange, the hexagonal wurtzite phase of the CdS
pods is converted gradually into the hexagonal Cu2S
chalcocite phase (Scheme 1c), yielding a ternary struc-
ture composed of the central core that is still made of
CdSe, while the pods have a segmented composition,
with the inner segment (i.e., the one closer to the core)
still being CdS and the outer segment being Cu2S.
Finally, the cubic sphalerite CdSe phase of the
core is converted into cubic Cu2�xSe berzelianite
(Scheme 1d).
Furthermore, the reaction investigated here demon-

strates nicely that cation exchange on the nanoscale is
able to transform a complex structure made of two
different anion lattices into another heterostructurewith
retention of shape, of both anion lattices and of epitaxial
interfaces. It is also interesting to note that in the latter
samples the core region, which was the original seed in
the synthesis of the octapods, is converted back into
berzelianite Cu2�xSe, which proves the reversibility of
the reaction Cu2�xSe(berzelianite) S CdSe(sphalerite).
All these structures have epitaxial interfaces with low

strain. In the ternary CdSe/CdS/Cu2S octapod, the inter-
face between the CdSe core and the CdS segment of the
pod and that between the CdS segment and the Cu2S
segment both have low lattice mismatch. In the fully
exchanged octapod, the interface between the hexago-
nal Cu2S pod and the cubic Cu2�xSe core has a low
lattice mismatch too (about 4%; see Table 1 for details).
This octapod is therefore another example of nanostruc-
ture in which branching is achieved by a suitable
combination of nanoscale domains with two types of
crystal phases, namely, a cubic one (berzelianite) and an
hexagonal one (chalcocite).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Partial Cation Exchange. Figure 1a is a high-angle
annular dark field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) image
of several octapods from a sample in pristine condi-
tions (i.e., not yet exposed to cation exchange), and
Figure 1b is a high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of a
single pod belonging to a pristine octapod.When small
amounts of theCuþprecursorwere added to the solution
containing octapods (see Table 2, sample number 1
and Experimental Section for details), Cd2þ was

exchanged with Cuþ starting preferentially from the
tip regions of the octapods. This could be seen clearly
from HRTEM, as shown in Figure 1c. A similar partial
cation exchange reaction was already described by
Sadtler et al.39 on CdS rods that were progressively
transformed into Cu2S rods, as also in that case the
reaction started from the tip regions, which are the
most reactive locations in these elongated nanostruc-
tures. In our case, each CdS pod has only one tip region
exposed, since the opposite side of the pod is blocked
by the interface with the central CdSe core. Therefore,
the geometry of the octapods is directing a path of
cation substitution in the octapods. The apical Cu2S
domains exhibited lattice sets with d-spacings that are
compatible with the hexagonal Cu2S chalcocite phase
(Figure 1c). At such early stages of cation exchange,
often no unique epitaxial relationships could be iden-
tified at the tip regions between the CdS pod and the
newly formed, small Cu2S domains. This might be due
to the often poorly determined crystal structure at the
very tip regions of one-dimensional nanostructures in
general, such as the pods in the present case (see
HRTEM image of Figure 1b). However, as we shall see in
the following, at later stages of the cation exchange a
clear epitaxial relationship developed between the

Scheme1. Series of sketches highlighting the conversion of
a CdSe/CdS octapod-shaped nanocrystal (a) to a Cu2�xSe/
Cu2S octapod (d) via gradual exchange of Cd2þ ions with
Cuþ ions. The initial and intermediate stages of cation
exchange, as depicted in (b) and (c), are certainly idealized
in these sketches regarding their concerted evolution. In
reality, as explained in the main text, the exchange reaction
starts at a different time on each pod. Therefore in an
intermediate, partially exchanged octapod, each podwill be
characterized by a different extent of exchange.

TABLE 1. Rationalized Lattice Mismatches at CdS//CdSe,

CdS//Cu2S, and Cu2S//Cu2�xSe Interfaces

Commensurate Lattice Mismatches m

CdS//CdSe CdS//Cu2S Cu2S//Cu2�xSe

[0001] // [111] 4.88% [0001] // [0001] 1.84% [0001] // [111] 1.27%
[1210] // [011] 4.18% [1210]//[1210] 3.36% [1210]//[011] 3.36%
[1010]//2[211] 4.14% [1010]//[1010] 3.36% [1010]//3[211] 3.39%
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CdS and the Cu2S segments in pods of partially ex-
changed octapods.

Further insights on the extent of cation exchange
could be gained from energy filtered TEM (EFTEM).
Panels d and e of Figure 1 report an elastic-filtered

(zero-loss) imageof twooctapodsandanenergy-filtered
image of the same octapods. One can see clearly that,
while in some pods the process of exchange was well
evident at the tips, in other pods only a much smaller
fraction of the tip had undergone such exchange, and
yet other pods had remained practically unaffected.
Therefore, most likely the exchange reactions started
at a different time on each pod. This point will be
discussed more in detail later.

By further additions of Cuþ precursor, the phase
boundary between chalcocite Cu2S and wurtzite CdS
moved further inward in each pod, while the CdSe core
region remained unaffected. Recently, an approach
toward single-sided cation exchange on vertically
aligned, closed packed CdS nanorods deposited on a
substrate was reported.48 This specific design limited
Cd2þ to Cuþ exchange to the top (exposed) part of the
rods, while the lower part of the rods was protected by
the substrate. Here, the CdS arms of the octapod
particles are protected inherently from one side by
the CdSe core, therefore providing a similar effect of
selectivity but originating exclusively from the mor-
phology of the nanoparticles. As a result, a segmented
ternary CdSe (core)/CdS(inner pod section)/Cu2S(outer
pod section) octapod was formed. This could be
ascertained both by HRTEM (Figure 2a�c) and by
compositional mapping of individual octapods, using
both EFTEM and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
(Figure 2d�f). The peculiar shape of the octapod also
facilitates TEM analysis. Namely, the octapods have a
large central “core” region, and when deposited on a
substrate, with four pods often touching the substrate
and four pods pointing upward, the core is well
exposed and its analysis is straightforward via electron
microscopy, unlike in the case of tetrapods, where the
core is usually hidden behind one of the pods that is
pointing straight upward.

In these pods that had undergone not yet complete
cation exchange, the CdS section shared epitaxial
interfaces with both the CdSe core and the Cu2S
section, as could be seen by the sequence of HRTEM
images of Figure 2a�c. Figure 2b is simply a magnified
view of the pod region of Figure 2a, where the location
of the flat interface between the inner CdS section and
the outer Cu2S section of the pod is marked with two
arrows. This interface is evenmore evident in Figure 2c,

TABLE 2. Amounts of Precursor Used for the Cation Exchange Reactiona

sample number

amount of Cu precursor in the sample taken from

the stock solution f moles of Cuþ ions added methanol toluene

amount of octapods

solution f moles of Cd2þ

1 50 μL f 2.68 � 10�7 mol 5 mL 0.5 mL 50 μL f 1.08 � 10�6 mol
2 100μL f 5.3 � 10�7 mol 5 mL 0.5 mL 50 μLf 1.08 � 10�6 mol
3 250 μL f 1.3 � 10�6 mol 5 mL 0.5 mL 50 μL f 1.08 � 10�6 mol
4 500 μL (excess) f 2.68 � 10�6 mol 5 mL 0.5 mL 50 μL f 1.08 � 10�6 mol
5 2000 μL (excess) f 10.72 � 10�6mol 5 mL 0.5 mL 50 μL f 1.08 � 10�6 mol

a The concentration of Cuþ ions in the stock solution was 5.3 � 10�3 mol/L.

Figure 1. (a) HAADF-STEM image of several pristine octa-
pods. (b) HRTEM image of a pod belonging to a pristine
octapod showing the (1120) and (1010) lattice sets of
wurtzite CdS, with d-spacings of 2.06 and 3.56 Å, respec-
tively. (c) HRTEM image of two pods belonging to an
octapod at the very early stages of cation exchange: the
sample underwent exchange of Cd2þ with Cuþ only at the
tip regions. Here the (1010) and (0113) wurtzite CdS lattice
sets, with d-spacings of 3.56 and 1.89 Å, respectively, are
visible. At the tip region of a pod two hcp Cu2S domains are
identifiable. These are highlighted by a square contour and
are magnified in the lateral insets. In these small domains,
the chalcocite (1012) lattice sets with d-spacings of 2.42 Å
canbe seen. (d) Reference elasticfiltered (i.e., “zero loss”, ZL)
image via EFTEM of two octapods, also at the very early
stages of Cu ion exchange and (e) corresponding elemental
EFTEMmap: Cu species are present only at some of the tips.
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which is a filtered image obtained by the following
approach: on two identical FFT images of Figure 2b we
applied two masks, in one case to eliminate the
wurtzite CdS diffraction spots, in the other case to
eliminate the chalcocite Cu2S diffraction spots. The two
inverse-FFT images, obtained from two masked FFT
images and labeled with two different colors, were
then merged in a single image, i.e., Figure 2c.

Here again, EFTEM analysis (Figure 2f) showed that,
while in some pods a considerable section of the pod
had undergone cation exchange, in other pods only a
much smaller fraction of them or even no fraction at all
had undergone such exchange. There are two possible
and concomitant reasons for that: (i) the first reason is
that, of the eight pods, the tip regions of a group of four
pods should be more reactive than the tip regions of
the other four pods, given that four pods have crystal
polarities that are opposite the crystal polarities of the
other four pods;49 (ii) another reason is that most likely
a cation exchange reaction has to overcome an activa-
tion barrier at the surface of a nanocrystal in order to
get started. Once such a barrier is overcome, exchange
proceeds quite quickly through the pod. In the present
case, the exchange reaction is more likely to occur at
the tips of the pods, where such activation barriers
appear to be lower, but even at such tip regions this
barrier is not zero, and it should slightly vary from tip to
tip. This depends both onwhat is said in point i and also

on random conditions, i.e., the degree of surfactant
coverage of each specific tip. Therefore, there appears
not to be a concerted start in the exchange reaction on
all tips, as already discussed in Figure 1, but some tips
start getting exchanged before others. Note that in
Figure 2f, even though the octapod is tilted, some pods
are still partially overlapped, for example the pods on
the lower right side. This prevents us from clearly
decoupling the extent of cation exchange in each
individual pod. This image however is still more in-
formative than for example the EDS map of Figure 2d,
in which the octapod being analyzed is sitting on a
substrate such that four pods are perfectly overlapped
with the other four. Therefore, the corresponding
compositional mapping at each point along the
scanned line by EDS (except for the central core region)
is always a contribution of two overlapping pods.

All interfaces in these “ternary” (i.e., CdSe/CdS/Cu2S)
octapods were epitaxial. The epitaxial relationships
characterizing the two types of interfaces are

CdS(0002)==CdSe(111) andCdS[1210]==CdSe[011]

(1)

Cu2S(0002)==CdS(0002) andCu2S[1210]==CdS[1210]

(2)

In each of these relationships, the first term corre-
sponds to the interface alignment and the second
term to the vector alignment. The epitaxial relation-
ships for the two types of interfaces are displayed in
Figure 3, where the plan views of the CdSe (111), CdS
(0001), and Cu2S (0001) crystal slices are sketched. It is
clear that there are strong similarities in the 2D
lattices of the three structures. Figure 3 reports also
a 3D atomic model of the stacking of the three crystal
structures according to the mentioned epitaxial
rules.

Along the interfacial planes CdS (0002)//CdSe (111)
and Cu2S (0002)//CdS (0002) it is possible to calcu-
late the actual lattice mismatches (m), defined as the

Figure 3. 2D unit cells of CdSe (111), CdS (0001), and Cu2S
(0001) slices and3Datomicmodel displaying the stackingof
the crystal structures along the growthdirection of the pods
according to the relative epitaxial rules.

Figure 2. (a) HRTEM image of an octapod after partial
exchange of Cd2þ with Cuþ. In the sample, the CdSe central
core is preserved during the exchange reaction; the black
arrows indicate the interface between the CdS and the Cu2S
sections along the pod. (b) HRTEMdetail of the same pod as
in (a), exhibiting the (1011) lattice sets (at 3.14 Å) of hcp CdS
(inner pod section) and also the (1011) lattice sets (at 3.07 Å)
of hcp Cu2S (outer pod section). The interface between the
two sections is marked again by black arrows. (c) The
corresponding filtered and color-coded image, as described
in the text, exhibitingmore clearly the distinct CdS and Cu2S
sections and the interface that separates them. The hcp
Cu2S outer pod section has a smaller diameter than the
inner CdS pod section and also a smaller unit cell parameter
“a”, as expected for the hcp Cu2S phase when compared to
the hcp CdS phase. (d) HAADF STEM image of a single
octapod along with the EDS line profile (horizontal red line)
highlighting the variation in the elemental composition
along the pods and the core. (e) Reference elastic filtered
(ZL) image via EFTEM of a partially cation exchanged
octapod and (e) its elemental EFTEM map.
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absolute difference between two lattice spacings (d1
and d2) along a certain direction, relative to the average
of the lattice spacings:

m ¼ jd1 � d2j=0:5� (d1 þ d2) (3)

In particular, as reported in the first two columns of
Table 1, the lattice mismatches can be rationalized by
considering that in the case of CdS@CdSe epitaxial
relationships, one unit cell along the CdSe [111] and
CdSe [011] directions fits into one unit cell along the
CdS [0001] and CdS [1210] directions, respectively, and
three unit cells along the CdSe [211] direction fit into
one unit cell along the CdS [1010] direction. In the case
of Cu2S@CdS epitaxial relationships, one unit cell along
the Cu2S [0001], Cu2S [1210], and Cu2S [1010] direc-
tions fits into one unit cell along the CdS [0001], CdS

[1210], and CdS [1010] directions, respectively. The mea-
sured values of the commensurate lattice mismatches
are very small along the epitaxial interfaces, revealing
therefore a good fit (from the lattice point of view) of
the three phases.

Complete Cation Exchange. When an excess of Cuþ

precursor was used in the cation exchange reaction,
the resulting octapods contained only Cu2S and
Cu2�xSe domains, and the shape of the octapod nano-
crystals was preserved; see Figure 4 (panels a and c
show again a pristine CdSe/CdS octapod; panel b and d
show a Cu2�xSe/Cu2S octapod). A small difference in
size between the two structures was observed and is
caused by the difference in lattice parameters between
the Cd- and the Cu-based components. Crystal struc-
ture analyses obtained through HRTEMdata (Figure 4c,
d) confirmed that, while the original octapods have a
sphalerite (fcc) CdSe core and wurtzite (hcp) CdS pods,
the octapods after cation exchange consist of a berze-
lianite (fcc) Cu2�xSe core and chalcocite (hcp) Cu2S
pods. Hence, the anion lattice is conserved during the
cation exchange procedure for the fcc core as well as
for the hcp pods. EFTEM elemental analysis of the
resulting octapods confirmed the findings fromHRTEM
analysis (see Figure 4e). While Cuwas found all over the
structure, S was found only in the pods and not in the
core of the octapods, and Se instead was found mainly
in the core, with a tiny halo also in the pods. Further-
more, it is important to notice that, since the Cu2S
phase replaces the CdS but preserves its crystallo-
graphic orientation, after complete Cuþ exchange
the Cu2S pods and the Cu2�xSe cores exhibit the same
epitaxial relationships as those between the previous
CdS pods and CdSe cores, namely,

Cu2S(0002)==Cu2�xSe(111) and Cu2S[1210]==Cu2�xSe[011]

(4)

Figure 4. (a) TEM image of a pristine CdSe/CdS octapod; (b)
TEM image of a single Cu2�xSe/Cu2S octapod, as obtained
after full cation exchange; (c) HRTEM imageof the core/pods
region in a CdSe/CdS octapod exhibiting for the core the
(400) and (220) CdSe fcc lattice sets with d-spacings of 1.52
and 2.15 Å, respectively, and for the pod the (1120) and
(1011) CdS hcp lattice sets with d-spacings of 2.06 and 3.14
Å, respectively; (d) HRTEM image of the core/pods region in
a Cu2�xSe/Cu2S octapod, showing for the core the (200) and
(220) Cu2�xSe fcc lattice sets with d-spacings of 2.88 and
2.03 Å, respectively, and for the pod the (1120) Cu2S hcp
lattice set with d-spacing of 1.99 Å; (e) Zero-loss (ZL) image
and S, Cu, and Se elemental maps of a single Cu2�xSe/Cu2S
octapod acquired by filtering at the S L-edge (165 eV), Cu
L-edge (931 eV), and Se L-edge (1436 eV), respectively; (f)
HRTEM image of the core/pod region of a Cu2�xSe/Cu2S
octapod where the lattice sets (220) and (200) of the core
and (1120) and (1011) of the pod are visible.

Figure 5. Absorption spectra of a series of partially ex-
changed octapods. The amount of added volume of a
solution of Cu(I) precursor, prepared as described in the
Experimental Section, is indicated in the legend. After
complete cation exchange, no further variation in the
absorption spectra was observed; hence the two spectra
with the two highest amounts of added Cu salt (additions of
500 and 2000 μL, respectively) lay on top of each other.
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Here again low values of lattice mismatch are found at
the interface between the twonewphases (see Table 1,
last column).

The cation exchange process could also be followed
optically, by recording absorption spectra of aliquots
collected from the reaction flask (see also Table 2 for
amounts of precursors used). During the stepwise
partial cation exchange of the CdSe/CdS octapods to
Cu2�xSe/Cu2S octapods, the absorption shoulder at
around 475 nm disappeared gradually, due to the
smaller and smaller contribution from CdS in the
system, which was being transformed into Cu2S. At the
same time, the overall absorption spectrum increased in
intensity and a new (unstructured) absorption arose
between 600 and 700 nm, which could be assigned to
the increasing volumeof Cu2S in the sample. Once full ion
exchangewas realized, nomore change in the absorption
spectrumwas observed even when larger amounts of Cu
salt were added to the solution (Figure 5).

Figure 6 reports the X-ray diffraction patterns of a
sample of pristine octapods (a) and of the octapods
after complete cation exchange (b). The diffraction
pattern of the pristine sample could be easily identified
as arising from contributions by both sphalerite CdSe
and wurtzite CdS. After cation exchange the X-ray
pattern could be assigned mainly to the berzelianite
(cubic) phase of Cu2�xSe and the chalcocite phase of
Cu2S. It should be noted however that the overall X-ray
scattering intensity of this sample was much lower
than that of the pristine sample. We attribute this to
the fact that for Cu2S there are various possibilities
for the Cuþ ions to be distributed within the anion
lattice. Thus, most likely after cation exchange a large

variety of cation sites were occupied, which resulted
in a considerable disorder of the cation lattice and
therefore in an overall smaller X-ray scattering inten-
sity. Therefore, X-ray diffraction alone does not really
allow distinguishing between the low-temperature
monoclinic modification and the high-temperature
hexagonal modification of chalcocite. Nevertheless, by
combining XRD data with HR-TEM data we could con-
clude that the hexagonal modification of Cu2S was
formed. This is interesting by itself, as this modification
is known to be metastable at room temperature.50 Thus,
this finding represents an example of a cation exchange
reaction on nanoparticles that yields materials and mod-
ifications that are not accessible by other routes at the
given conditions, but which become accessible by cation
exchange thanks to anion lattice retention.

CONCLUSIONS

We have reported the synthesis of octapod-shaped
Cu2�xSe/Cu2S nanocrystals via cation exchange start-
ing from CdSe/CdS octapods. In the process, the anion
lattices of both the hcp pods and the fcc core of the
structure are conserved. The exchange starts preferen-
tially from the tips of the octapods, then the phase
boundary between Cu2S and CdS in the pods moves
progressively toward the center of the octapod upon
addition of increasing amounts of the Cu(I) precursor,
while the CdSe sphalerite core remains untouched. At
last, also the CdSe core is transformed into Cu2�xSe.
Our results demonstrate that the anion lattices and also
the epitaxial relationships are retained upon cation
exchange. These octapods are also very uniform in
shape distribution and therefore, in addition to being

Figure 6. (a) X-ray diffraction of the pristine CdSe/CdS octapods (i.e., before cation exchange) and (b) X-ray diffraction of
Cu2�xSe/Cu2S octapods (i.e., after complete cation exchange); (c) survey TEM image of CdSe/CdS octapods before cation
exchange and (d) survey TEM image of the corresponding Cu2�xSe/Cu2S octapods.
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appealing for photovoltaics and nanoelectronics,
can be interesting candidates for studying mecha-
nical properties at the nanoscale. Since the shape is

preserved during cation exchange, these tests could
reveal valuable material-related data on elastic and
plastic behavior at the nanoscale.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis of the Octapod CdSe(core)/CdS(pods) Nanocrystals. The

synthesis of the berzelianite Cu2�xSe nanocrystal seeds, as well
as the synthesis of CdSe/CdS octapods was carried out accord-
ing to procedures reported by our group.12,51

Cation Exchange of CdSe (core)/CdS(pods) Octapods. Cuþ ion ex-
change was performed in an argon-filled glovebox. In a
standard procedure, a stock solution of Cuþ ion precursor
was prepared by dissolving 10 mg of Cu precursor (tetrakisa-
cetonitrilecopper(I) hexafluorophosphate) in 5 mL of metha-
nol. The reaction vials contained 5 mL of methanol and 0.5 mL
of toluene. Subsequently, fixed amounts (see Table 2) of
copper(I) precursor were added into these vials. In the last
step, 50 μL of a solution of octapods dissolved in toluene was
injected into each of these vials (the concentration of the
octapods in the solution was 1.2 � 10�7, with a total Cd
concentration equal to 2.17 � 10�2 mol/L). All these reactions
were carried out at room temperature. When a smaller amount
of copper(I) precursor was used, the final color of the solution
was dark yellow, while in the vials with a larger amount of Cuþ

ions added the color of the solution changed rapidly from
yellow to brown. In the case of excess amounts of Cuþ ions
added, the cation exchange reaction was complete. In all
experiments, the change in color was practically instanta-
neous, indicating that the cation exchange is a fast process,
as found already by many previous reports. However, after
injection we left the solution untouched for 5 min, after which
the nanocrystals were precipitated by centrifugation andwere
then redissolved in chloroform.

Characterization. Conventional transmission electron mi-
croscopy images were recorded on a JEOL JEM 1011 micro-
scope operating at 100 kV. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM),
high-angular annular dark field scanning TEM (STEM), and
energy filtered TEM (EFTEM)measurements were performed
with a JEOL JEM-2200FS microscope, equipped with a field
emission gun working at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV, a
CEOS spherical aberration corrector objective lens allowing
to reach a spatial resolution of 0.9 Å, and an “in-column”
Omega filter. The chemical composition of single particles
was determined by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
analysis performed in STEM mode, with a JED-2300 Si(Li)
detector, using an electron probe of 0.7 Å. Elemental maps
via EFTEM were acquired using a contrast aperture of about
10 mrad to reduce aberrations, mostly chromatic, and using
the three-window method (one post- and two pre-edge) to
extract the background. The elastic image (or zero-loss
image) was acquired as reference with a 10 eV wide energy
slit; then, elemental maps using the S L-edge (165 eV), Cu
L-edge (931 eV), Cd M-edge (404 eV), and Se L-edge (1436
eV) were acquired on the same area of zero-loss with energy
slits of 20, 50, 30, and 60 eV, respectively. Powder X-ray
diffraction measurements were performed with a Rigaku
SmartLab X-ray diffractometer. Concentrated nanocrystal
solutions were spread on top of a silicon miscut substrate,
after which the sample was allowed to dry and was then
measured in parallel beam reflection geometry theta/2the-
ta. Optical absorption measurements were carried out using
a Varian Cary 5000 UV�vis�NIR spectrophotometer and
1 cm quartz cuvettes. Nanocrystals were dispersed in tri-
chloroethylene (Sigma-Aldrich, spectroscopic grade) for this
purpose. Elemental analysis on octapod solutions was car-
ried out via Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission
Spectroscopy (ICP-AES). Samples were dissolved in HCl/
HNO3 3:1 (v/v).
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